### 4-H Dog Obedience Trial Score Sheet

**Class 5B**

**Exercise** | **Major** | **Deductions** | **Minor and Substantial** | **Score**
---|---|---|---|---
**Hand Signals**
- Unmanageable ___
- Unqualified heeling ___
- Handler continually adapts pace to dog ___
- Anticipated
- Audible command or failure on first signal to:
  - Stand ___
  - Stay ___
  - Down ___
  - Sit ___
  - Come ___
- Sat out of reach ___
- Improper hand position ___
- Forging ___
- Lagging ___
- Extra command ___
- Heeling wide ___
- No finish ___
- Lack of brisk pace ___
- Touching handler ___
- Crowding handler ___
- Sniffing ___
- Turns ___
- Abouts ___
- Holding signal ___
- Poor sits ___
- Anticipated finish ___
- Poor finish ___
- Steps after stand, down or sit ___
- Handler error ___
- No change of pace __: Fast ___ Slow ___
- Slow response to signal to: Stand ___
- Down ___
- Sit ___
- Come ___
- Anticipated : Stand ___
- Down ___
- Sit ___
- Come ___

**Directed Retrieve**
- Anticipated
- Extra command or signal ___
- Fails to retrieve ___
- Goes out on command ___
- Does not: Go out on command ___
- Go directly to glove ___
- Retrieve correct glove ___
- Sat out of reach ___
- Fails to go send dog ___
- Slow: going ___ returning ___
- Slow response to command ___
- Mouthing ___
- Drops glove ___
- Poor delivery ___
- No sit in front ___
- Poor sit ___
- No finish ___
- Anticipated finish ___
- Poor finish ___
- Touched handler ___
- Extra command to finish ___
- Handler error ___

**Retrieve Over High Jump**
- Anticipated command ___
- Fails to go out on first command or signal ___
- Extra command or signal ___
- Climbed jump ___
- Fails to jump going or returning ___
- Fails to retrieve ___
- Sat out of reach ___
- Slow: going ___ returning ___
- Poor delivery ___
- Mouthing ___
- Drops dumbbell ___
- Fails to go directly to dumbbell ___
- No sit in front ___
- Poor sit ___
- No finish ___
- Anticipated finish ___
- Poor finish ___
- Touched handler ___
- Hesitation to jump ___
- Handler’s arms not at side ___
- Handler error ___

**Broad Jump**
- Anticipated command ___
- Refuses to jump on first command or signal ___
- Extra command or signal ___
- Does not jump full distance ___
- Sat out of reach ___
- Stood or laid down ___
- Slow response ___
- No sit in front ___
- Poor sit ___
- No finish ___
- Anticipated finish ___
- Poor finish ___
- Touched handler ___
- Hesitation to jump ___
- Handler’s arms not at side ___
- Failure to come directly to handler ___

**Moving Stand and Exam**
- Fails to:
  - Heel ___
  - Stay ___
  - Accept Exam ___
- Displays fear or resentment ___
- Growling or snapping ___
- Sat or laid down before called ___
- Fails to return to handler ___
- Forging ___
- Lagging ___
- Crowding ___
- Heeling wide ___
- No finish ___
- Poor finish ___
- Sat in front ___
- Moves slightly on stand ___
- Fails to return briskly ___
- Slow response ___
- Extra command or signal ___
- Handler’s arms not at side ___
- Handler error ___
- More/Less 10-12 ft ___
- Handler pauses or hesitates ___

**Penalties**
- Deduct 10 points each
- Disciplining Rules Violation ___
- Inappropriate attire ___
- Leaving ring ___

**Score**

**GRAND TOTAL**

- 200 points possible